
EXERCISE: 3-5x/wk

1. Foam Roller to T-spine (midback) Crosswise (00:54): Foam roller cross-wise to 
midback, around where bra line would be.  Negative Pressure Abdominal Brace, roll 
up and down ribcage, between low back and neck. Hands support neck. 3-4x with 
elbows wide, and 3-4x elbows up.  Pops are fine, but don't try to force them.   

2. Latissimus! (2:17): Lay on sideseam of torso on top of roller.  Roll from lower 
ribcage up to armpit. Don't go into belly space, or onto arm.  Ouch!  Analagous to your 
IT Band in your leg, this should be painfree in long run.  4-6 rolls lengthwise, then 
stop in armpit, and roll SLIGHTLY forward to get pecs, and SLIGHTLY back to get 
rotator cuff.  Ahh...4-6x each. 
3. IT Band! (3:33): Sideseam of upper thigh. Start with lower 2/3 of thigh, from above 
knee to below pocket line.  Progress to across knee joint & up to belt line.  

4. Tensor Fasciae Latae #1 (4:36): From sideseam muscle (#3), roll slightly forward 
to the front-outer quadrant of your thigh.  This gets the Tensor Fascia Latae Muscle, 
and it's connections to the quads. Start in small range if needed.  Progress to roll from 
just above kneecap ALL THE WAY UP to the belt line.  4-6 rolls.  

5. Tensor Fascia Latae #2 (5:16): Once you are doing full range for TFL, stop above 
your pocket lines, just below beltline, and roll forward and back, getting the meat of 
this TFL muscle.  Ohh, la, LA!  Forward gets the TFL and IT Band, backwards gets 
the Glutes. 
6. Gluteals (5:43): At end of last backward rotation in #5, end up on your fanny to roll 
out your Gluteal groups!  Start on outer glutes, rolling from your tush-mass, all the 
way up to the belt line!  4-6 rolls on outer glute, then come to inner glutes, along SIJ 
line.  4-6 rolls each, and wherever it's more sore, that's where you need it!

7. Calves! (6:23): Foam roller on back of one lower leg. Other leg bent.  Start in upper 
calf, do 3-4 rolls to outer, upper calf; 3-4 rolls to inner, upper calf.  Then move roller 
down to Achilles & do 3-4 rolls to outer, lower calf; 3-4 rolls to inner, lower calf. 

Kelly's Favorite Foam Roller Flexibility!
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